For asset managers and fund administrators, embracing crypto and digital assets is no longer a question of if and when, but how and now. At FIS® we have enhanced our market-leading accounting engines to bridge the gap between traditional and digital assets, as you navigate the accounting complexities of merging blockchain activity with your general ledger.

**FIS is solving your crypto challenges**

**SINGLE GENERAL LEDGER**
Import transaction data from institutional custody, exchanges, blockchains, custodians and DeFi protocols.

**CRYPTO TO FIAT VALUATION**
Source prices directly from exchanges at the exact time of the transaction, for accurate cost basis, unrealized gains and loss reporting.

**CRYPTO DATA ANALYTICS**
Gain visibility with dynamic dashboards for proactive crypto invest and risk decision-making.

**COUNTERPARTY MAPPING**
Create contacts for frequently exchanged blockchain addresses – automatically map the chart of accounts with crypto activity.

**FIS INVESTMENT OPERATIONS SUITE – MULTI-ASSET EDITION**
- Import transaction data from institutional custody, exchanges, blockchains, custodians and DeFi protocols.
- Source prices directly from exchanges at the exact time of the transaction, for accurate cost basis, unrealized gains and loss reporting.
- Gain visibility with dynamic dashboards for proactive crypto invest and risk decision-making.
- Create contacts for frequently exchanged blockchain addresses – automatically map the chart of accounts with crypto activity.

**How do you benefit?**

- Supported native integration to multiple exchanges, blockchains, custodians and DeFi protocols.
- Calculate aggregate crypto portfolio gains and losses based on blockchain activity, normalized to any supported fiat currency.
- Get insights into historical changes to wallet balances and crypto asset valuation.
- Access crypto experts to help understand accounting for digital assets and navigate regulatory changes as they occur.

**BE BOLD - BRIDGE THE TRADITIONAL AND DIGITAL ASSET DIVIDE NOW**